Gardiner Yarn Works

Kids’ Little Cable Hoodie

Rnds 8-9: K6 (8, 8, 10, 10, 10), [p2, k2] 3x, p2,
k8 (10, 10, 12, 12, 12).
Rnd 10: K1, m1, k5 (7, 7, 9, 9, 9), [p2, T2B] 3x,
p2, k7 (9, 9, 11, 11, 11), m1, k1. 30 (34, 34,
38, 38, 38) sts.
Rnds 11-13: K7 (9, 9, 11, 11, 11), [p2, k2] 3x, p2,
k9 (11, 11, 13, 13, 13).
Rnd 14: K1, m1, k6 (8, 8, 10, 10, 10), [p2, T2B]
3x, p2, k8 (10, 10, 12, 12, 12), m1, k1. 32 (36,
36, 40, 40, 40) sts.
Rnd 15: K8 (10, 10, 12, 12, 12), [p2, k2] 3x, p2,
k10 (12, 12, 14, 14, 14).
Rnd 16: K12 (14, 14, 16, 16, 16), pm, p2, k2, p2,
pm, k14 (16, 16, 18, 18, 18).
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additional techniques
Kitchener St
Place all of the body underarm sts on one ndl
and all of the sleeve underarm sts on the other.
Thread a long yarn tail or new piece of yarn
onto a yarn ndl. Hold the sweater so that the ndl
tips are to your right and the ndls are parallel to
each other. Anchor the first two underarm sts as
follows: Insert the yarn ndl into the first st on the
front ndl as if to purl and pull through, leaving
the st on the ndl. Then, insert the yarn ndl into
the first st on the back ndl as if to knit and pull
through, leaving the st on the ndl.
Note: Make sure to bring the yarn around to
the right of and under the ndl tips when moving
between the ndls - do not bring the yarn over the
top of the ndls.
Step 1: Insert the yarn ndl into the first st on the
front ndl as if to knit, pull through and slide the
st off the ndl. Insert the yarn ndl into the second
st on the front ndl as if to purl and pull through,
leaving the st on the ndl.
Step 2: Insert the yarn ndl into the first st on the
back ndl as if to purl, pull through and slide the
st off the ndl. Insert the yarn ndl into the second
st on the back ndl as if to knit and pull through,
leaving the st on the ndl.

Kids’ Little Cable Hoodie
the front ndl together with the next st on the back
ndl, then pass the 2nd st on the right ndl over the
1st just as you would for a normal BO; rep from *
until all sts are bound off.
Adding A Zipper
With zipper closed, lay sweater flat and pin zipper into place along front edges. Using a sewing
needle and contrasting color thread, baste zipper
into place and remove pins. If zipper placement
is not correct, repin and re-baste until you’re
happy with how it looks. With a sewing needle
and matching thread, whip stitch outer edges of
zipper to sweater on WS of work. Finally, with
RS facing, use small running stitches to sew
edges of sweater front to zipper near teeth.

pattern info
For pattern support, visit
www.gardineryarnworks.com or e-mail
support@gardineryarnworks.com. Please feel
free to contact us with questions, errors or any
other issues with this pattern.
Please reference “LCH-v0608-3” when contacting us about this pattern. Thanks for knitting with
us!

Rep Steps 1-2 until all sts have been worked.
When you only have one st left on each ndl, you
will work only the 1st half of each step to secure
those sts. Pull tight and thread yarn tail through
to WS of work. Weave in end to secure.
3-Ndl BO
This technique is used to join two sets of live sts
together. Place one set of sts on one ndl and
the other set of sts on another ndl with ndl tips
pointing the same way. With WS facing out, use
a third ndl to knit together a st from the front ndl
and a st from the back ndl. *Knit the next st on
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